HIGHLIGHTS FOR NESDIS LEADERSHIP

Data and Information

SFR Captures Late Season Pacific Northwest Snowfall: The STAR scientist team of Huan Meng, Yongzhen Fan, Jun Dong, and Yalei You examined the performance of snowfall estimates from the passive microwave snowfall rate (SFR) product for the late season snowstorm hit Washington and Oregon on April 13. According to media sources, the impacts of the storm including power outages and road closures in Portland, OR. The snow set record for most snow accumulations this late in the season in many local areas. The SRF product correctly captured the snowstorm as shown in the figure below. The image on the left is SFR retrieved from NOAA-20 measurements, and the image on the right is the corresponding National Operational Hydrologic Remote Sensing Center (NOHRSC) interpolated ground observed hourly snowfall. SFR shows good agreement with NOHRSC in snowfall extent and intensity.

Figure: Snowfall rate from Pacific Northwest snowstorm on April 13, 2022, (left) NOAA-20 SFR, (right) NOHRSC
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Use-Inspired Science

Multivariate Non-Gaussian Data Assimilation for Multi-scale Weather Prediction: CISESS Scientist and UMD Professor, Dr. Jonathan Poterjoy, examined the fidelity of error assumptions made by regional weather prediction systems using a novel technique that avoids common approximations. This study used a month-long period and extensive forecast region that captured numerous high-impact tropical cyclones from the 2017 hurricane season (Figure), including Hurricanes Harvey and Maria. Findings reveal practical and measured improvements in operational prediction that can be achieved by simply adopting a more sophisticated specification of uncertainty than is currently used at environmental prediction centers worldwide. The findings of this study motivate further research on new methods of performing “data assimilation” for atmospheric models, which is the process of using incomplete and error-prone environmental measurements to provide a holistic picture of natural systems. In this study numerical predictions of Earth’s atmosphere are used to represent known physical processes governing the evolution of atmospheric flow, clever statistical methods to construct a complete model-representation of the true atmosphere from incomplete measurements along with assumptions of the shape of error distributions for variables that are input into models for generating predictions. This undertaking was further complicated by the need to consider how an error in one variable (e.g., temperature in Washington DC) is related to all other variables that characterize Earth’s atmosphere (e.g., wind, moisture, and pressure across the planet).

Figure: The dotted line indicates model domain boundaries used for this study, which are plotted alongside (solid black lines) land boundaries. For reference, (red lines) contours of modeled surface pressure are plotted every 5 hPa along with locations of measurements at a single time (00 UTC 8 September 2017). The red hatched region indicates the domain over which verifications were performed.
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